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1. Introduction

Stress in thin films is a critical parameter for the performance of several complementary metal oxide semiconductors (CMOS) and micro/nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) devices. In some cases, residual stress in thin films can cause problematic issues such as cracking,[1–5] peeling off,[6,7] buckling,[8–11] or blistering,[12,13] that adversely influence the performance of electronics and sensing devices.[14] Understanding the nature of stress in thin film materials is critically important to ensure the functionality of CMOS and MEMS components. Engineering stresses in a well-controlled manner, on the other hand, is a powerful tool to enhance the performance of functional electronics devices. One of the first works that employed process-induced strain in modern transistors is the 90-nm generation logic technology for high-speed and low-power operation developed by Intel in the early of 2000, taking advantage of mobility enhancement in strained silicon.[15–17] Other well-known examples of strain engineering include the high electron mobility transistors (HEMT) employing the stress induced polarization, and mechanical sensors using of energy band deformation in stressed semiconductors.[18–22]

Recent years have witnessed a highly active research direction in the implementation of mechanical stresses to develop unconventional 3D micro/nanoarchitectures. These new 3D concepts introduce breakthrough functionalities that cannot be realized with standard 2D counterparts. For instances, for biological and tissue engineering applications, 3D structures better represent and mimic the complex shapes of biological constructs[23,24] thereby underpinning the fundamental investigation into intracellular and extracellular activities. 3D structures combined with biodegradable materials lay new concepts of bio-scaffolds for cell cultures and subsequent cell transplantation.[25–27] In photonics, 3D photonic crystals bypass the limitations in 2D structures, offering powerful tools for optical filters.[28] 3D architectures also offer a great potential for soft electronics with capability of forming conformal contact with biological tissues without fracturing under high strains.
To realize 3D structures, several methods were proposed including bottom up,\cite{29-33} and top down approaches.\cite{34-49} The use of surface tension force is a common strategy to generate different designs such as actuators and micro-containers.\cite{50-57} While this technique offers benefit of producing several 3D structures, it is challenging to achieve complex 3D geometries and to maintain 3D configurations. The other main drawback of this method is the requirement for complex fabrication steps and significant time consumption.\cite{28} Process-induced stress approaches have been demonstrated to open new pathways to overcome those limitations. In this approach, stress or strain is deliberately introduced in thin films or substrates during the fabrication or growth process so that thin films can transform into 3D structures once the constraint between thin films and substrates is released. The stress can be generated by several ways such as lattice mismatch, deposition, thermal mismatch, and substrate engineering. The versatility of this method allows for the use of a wide range of materials to build complex geometries, such as folded, bent, and twisted features.\cite{28,58} These characteristics enabled the fabrication of new classes of functional devices ranging from sensors, optical devices, bioelectronic interfaces for tissue biological systems and to medical devices as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Five major applications of 3D structures fabricated base on stress-based approach: Robotics. Reproduced with permission.\cite{62} Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry; wearable and implantable devices. Reproduced with permission.\cite{63} Copyright 2019 Springer Nature; sensors. Reproduced with permission.\cite{64} Copyright 2018, AAAS; tissue engineering and cell cultures, bioelectronics interfaces. Reproduced with permission.\cite{65} Copyright 2021, AAAS; and optics. Reproduced with permission.\cite{66} Copyright 2018, AAAS.](image)

Considering the emerging field of 3D microelectronics and MEMS in interdisciplinary applications, a review paper on this topic will bring significant benefits to the research communities and CMOS/MEMS designers. There are a number of review articles on the micro/nanofabrication of 3D structures.\cite{25,28,58-61} However, a comprehensive view of the stress-based technologies, from physical aspects to engineering approaches, is missed from these works. For instance, previous reports focused on several fabrication approaches and lacked an elaborate view on the principle and utilization of stress in thin films. Therefore, this paper aims to provide a systematic overview of the state-of-the-art approaches using engineering strains in thin films for constructing variable micro/nanoarchitectures and their potential applications. The paper starts with the physical background of stress generation mechanisms in different types of materials. Next, different fabrication routes to form several 3D architectures tailoring unique engineering stress approaches are highlighted. Applications of these 3D structures in interdisciplinary areas such as robotics, bio-electronic interfaces, optical systems, and physical/chemical sensing are discussed. Finally, the paper concludes with the current status and outlines a perspective on future research directions of strain engineering.

2. Principle of Stress in Thin Film

Residual stresses occur due to misfitting in natural shape between different regions, parts, or phases.\cite{67} Stresses in thin film are attributed to different factors and can be categorized based on physical phenomena, properties, and applications. For example, Hu and Huang\cite{68} classified stress in thin films into three categories based on their origins, which are thermal stress from the differences in coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE), interfacial stress due to differences in lattice structure, and intrinsic stress caused by the deposition processes. From the fabrication approach point of view, we classify stresses into four group of i) intrinsic (growth) stress, ii) epitaxial stress (lattice mismatch stress), iii) stress generated from micro/nanomachining, and iv) stress in active materials under external stimuli.

2.1. Intrinsic Stress

To date, the origin of stress in grown films is still a challenging research question, driving extensive theoretical and experimental investigations.\cite{69} Several models have been developed to comprehensively explain the physical phenomena causing the formation of stresses.\cite{68-74} Atomic rearrangement is a main cause of mechanical stress in epitaxial films, where chemical bonding between a film and
its seeding substrate generates an intrinsic stress. This stress can originate from several factors such as non-equilibrium growth, grain growth, excess vacancy annihilation, grain boundary relaxation, shrinkage of grain boundary voids, and impurities. In addition, phase transformation and precipitation, lattice mismatch, the surface energy/tension, and absorption are critical phenomena contributing to the atomic rearrangement and the resultant residual stress. Surface tension typically causes compressive stress while the other factors are likely to create compressive stress at the initial growth stage and then transferring to tensile stress when the film is eventually deposited. It noteworthy that stress generated by sputtering or high energetic deposition is likely to be compressive.

Thornton’s model described microstructure change under varying deposition temperature relative to the melting point of materials. As illustrated in Figure 2a, the sizes and shapes of grains can vary due to atomic mobility, which can be driven by deposition temperature or material characteristics. Materials with low atomic mobility are distinguished by zone I. These have columnar...
and uniform shapes and sizes along thickness direction, and thereby stress does not vary with thickness. The transition zone, namely T, is for materials with slightly higher atomic mobility. Their grain sizes grow larger at the top than at the bottom, which can modify stress of the next deposited layer. For high atomic mobility materials in zone II, the grain size is significantly larger and varies along the thickness of the film. As atomic density at the grain boundary is lower than that in their bulk forms, the densification of grain boundaries when reducing temperature leads to a shrinkage of the film volume. This volume change results in a residual stress if the film is constrained to a substrate.

Another comprehensive kinetic model was proposed to incorporate more parameters such as material, deposition rate, grain size and diffusivity, which can bond together at triple junction of adjacent islands and form a new segment of grain boundary that can modify the stress of the existing layer. The development of tensile stress in thin film is often explained by the grain boundary formation during the coalescence of islands. During coalescence, two or more atoms islands merge into a single cluster. Figure 2c shows a schematic model and SEM images of Ni islands that well represents this phenomenon.

The above three models lay the foundation for the current theoretical studies of mechanisms of stress formation in thin films, where material properties, deposition temperature and growth rate are typically taken into account. In terms of material characteristics, melting point and atomic mobility play an important role. Abermann classified materials into two types. Type I is materials with low atomic mobility and high melting temperature such as Mo, Ta, and W. Their stress is likely to be tensile regardless of the grown film thickness, Figure 2d (left). Type II includes materials having high atomic mobility and low melting temperature (e.g., Ag), Figure 2d (right). Stress tends to transition from tensile to compressive as grown films become thicker and relax. On the other hand, temperature is a key factor affecting the change of stress behaviors in thin film. At a high temperature, type I materials exhibit the same behavior as type II as high temperature can increase the mobility of atoms. In addition, growth rates also modify stress in thin film significantly. Higher growth rates result in more compressive stress during sputtering while lower growth rates lead to more tensile stress in low energetic deposition processes.

### 2.2. Stress Caused by the Lattice Mismatch in Epitaxial Films

The differences between lattice structures of thin films and the underlying layers result in considerable stress gradients. Figure 3a illustrates the principle of stress due to lattice mismatch. The layer with a smaller lattice constant experiences a tensile stress and the layer with greater lattice constant shows a compressive stress. The lattice mismatch strain is calculated as:

\[
\varepsilon_{mf} = \frac{a_i - a_f}{a_s}
\]

where \(\varepsilon_{mf}\) is misfit strain, \(a_i\) and \(a_f\) are lattice constants of the substrate and film, respectively. As epitaxy stress and thermal stress originated from the same source, which is the misfit in properties of different materials, they are often realized to co-exist. Suhir et al. proposed a mathematical model to assess stress in a GaN film deposited on a SiC substrate. Accordingly, stress generated from only a 3% lattice mismatch is significantly higher than that due to temperature variation, even at a high growth temperature of 1000 °C. For some material systems such as silicon-on-sapphire, stresses resulted from lattice mismatch and thermal expansion typically do not exhibit thickness-dependence phenomenon when the thickness ratio between the substrate (sapphire) and the thin film (silicon) reached over 20. In practical silicon-on-sapphire based devices, this thickness ratio is designed at around 100 to obtain a uniform and controllable normal residual stress. Furthermore, dislocations often occur at the interface of two epitaxial layers, causing a variation in the stress profile of thin films. Therefore, dislocation, CTE mismatch, and lattice mismatch must be taken into account for analytical models of stress in bilayers thin films.

### 2.3. Thermal Stress

Thermal stress typically arises from the differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of stacking layers, which can be defined as: \(\Delta \sigma_{thermal} = \frac{M_f}{M_f} (\alpha_i - \alpha_f) \Delta T\), where \(M_f\) is the biaxial modulus of the thin film, while \(\alpha_i\) and \(\alpha_f\) are CTE of the substrate and film, respectively. Thermal stress has a detrimental effect on 2D electronics devices such as the generation of buckling in 2D devices. However, this stress is a useful tool to produce 3D structures as stress can be generated in a bilayer of two different materials when temperature changes.

The thermal stress leads to the formation of 3D structures if the bilayer thin film is released from the attached under layers or substrates. Although the concept of thermal stress is relatively simple, a comprehensive study on thermal mismatch stress between multiple layers is imperative to tailor this type of stress for the development of complex 3D configurations. For instance, employing analytical and simulation, Haider et al. demonstrated linear relationships between thermal stress versus the growth temperature, the Young’s modulus of thin films, and thickness of substrates in TiN physically deposited on stainless steel, as shown in Figure 3c. Another study reported by Yang et al. employing finite element analysis showed a relatively similar trend in a Ni thin film on a H62 Cu plate, where the thermal stress increases as temperature increases. However, stress distribution in this thin film is not uniform due to the nonuniform thickness of thin film and substrate.

### 2.4. Stress Induced from Micro/Nanofabrication Processes

Several fabrication methods exist for micro- and nano-scale features. These methods are likely to produce stress in thin films and substrates. While stresses can be unwanted in the case of wafer bonding, surface passivation, laser shock peening, and laser machining, they are deliberately introduced in thin films and/ or substrates to...
form 3D structures in other fabrication methods. This section only reviews methods which have been used stress as a tool to produce 3D structures.

2.4.1. Ion Implantation

Ion implantation is widely employed for micro/nanomachining,[130–132] surface modification and imaging,[133] as well as impurity doping.[134–136] This technique is also applied to induce or engineer stress in thin films,[137–139] where ion species, dose energy and density can be well controlled to achieve the desired 3D structures. As such, higher implanting energy and dose density can reduce greater residual stress as ions can penetrate deeper and collide with lattice atoms. Sufficient implantation energy and dose density combined with annealing can result in fewer defects of thin films. Ions of atoms with greater atomic radius can generate larger stress.[140] Stress induced by ion implantation is either compressive or tensile, offering versatile routes to create complex 3D shapes via controlling bending angles and bending direction (upward or downward). Figure 4a illustrates the mechanism of residual stress,[66,141,142] where ions
are implanted into lattice structure, whilst atoms at the surface of the film are bombarded. Subsequently, the bulk structure of the film is damaged, and irradiated ions form a new layer. As a result, surface vacancies lead to coalescence of the grain, which causes tensile stress near the film surface. Ions inserted into the bulk structure increase bulk volume and causes a compressive stress. Figure 4b shows the SRIM simulation of focus ion beam (FIB) implantation of Gallium ion onto an Au thin film. Ions are inserted into the films within a depth up to 50 nm. Experiment showed that 30 kV Ga ion beam irradiated onto 80-nm thick Au film results in tensile stress.\cite{66} To induce a compressive stress, gaseous ions with high enough energy should be used to implant ions into a depth of one quarter the membrane thickness.\cite{143} Tensile stress also occurs when light ion such as H\(^+\) or He\(^+\) is implanted into vitreous silica.\cite{144}

2.4.2. Stress Due to Substrate Deformations

The substrate deformation approach uses pre-strained elastomer substrates to produce 3D structures from 2D layouts. The assembly consists of three main steps as shown in Figure 5a.\cite{58} Initially, planar structures (referred to as “2D precursors”) are patterned on a rigid substrate, followed by the deposition of bonding sites. The next step involves the transfer of 2D precursors onto a pre-stretched elastomer, and bonding of the 2D precursors to the substrate at desired locations. Finally, release of the pre-stretched elastomer produces compressive stresses to the 2D precursors via the bonding sites, causing unbonded regions to buckle out of plane to form 3D buckling structures. Elastomer substrates can be stretched and released using thermal\cite{145} or mechanical methods.

Several theoretical frameworks and analytical studies were reported to elucidate the relationship between buckling profile and the pre-straining approach.\cite{145–152} Typically, buckling only occurs when the pre-strain reaches the critical threshold. Jiang et al.\cite{145} showed that buckling amplitude and wavelength increase with the width of microribbons bonded on to a soft substrate. The maximum strain in buckling structure is much smaller than the pre-strain induced in the substrate, offering stretchability to 3D microstructures.\cite{113–115}

Engineered stress and strain in 2D thin films combined with pre-strain substrate enable the development of interesting 3D structures. For instance, nonuniform 3D shapes can be produced on monolayer of a material which has partially varied thickness. This nonuniform thickness leads to different pattern of strain on the film with smaller strain at thicker parts. Relaxing pre-strained substrate results in partially varying degree of compressive buckling on precursor. Figure 5b.\cite{156} In another example, inserting a tensile or compressive pre-stressed Au beam onto 2D precursors could control 3D shape to pop down or pop up, Figure 5c.\cite{157} Varying pre-strain and modifying the substrate increase the degree-of-freedom in 3D architectures. Furthermore, complex 3D shapes can also be formed by controlling the sequences and directions of releasing pre-strain.\cite{158,159} where releasing stress following different paths leads to distinct configurations even from the same specialized 2D precursor, Figure 5d.\cite{159} Modification of the hosting substrate offers additional routes to engineer 3D micro-configurations as demonstrated in a paper reported by Zhao et al. using PDMS with cut-out features.\cite{158} Specifically, in this work, the authors induced a biaxial pre-strain up to 100% to the patterned PDMS substrate that causes adjacent units of PDMS to rotate in opposite directions. The rotation angle reached its maximum at a strain of ≈40%. Therefore, releasing the biaxial strain of the substrates from 100% down to 40% creates a compressive stress, leading to structural buckling. Further relaxing PDMS to the stress-free state (i.e., 0%) triggers a shear stress at each unit, resulting in a twisting transformation, Figure 5e.

A combination of the buckling method and Kirigami technique can enhance mechanical stretchability and the robustness of 3D structures. Figure 5f demonstrates some examples of this hybrid technique, where the maximum strain in 3D Kirigami structures was much smaller than that of 3D Origami shapes without cutting of precursors.\cite{156} In contrast, Kirigami with cut features have been demonstrated as a versatile technique for a broad range of 3D geometries due to a lower stress concentration.\cite{156}

2.4.3. Stress Induced in stimuli-responsive materials

Stress gradients are induced by the response of material under external stimuli such as heat,\cite{161,162} light,\cite{163,164} electron beam,\cite{165,166} and pH.\cite{167} These interesting properties open a new way for a self-assembly of 3D structures from 2D thin films.

---

**Figure 4.** a) Schematic illustration of stress generated by FIB mechanism. b) SRIM plot of gallium ion concentration and vacancy density as a function of Au film depth under ion beam acceleration voltage of 30 kV. Reproduced with permission.\cite{66} Copyright 2018, AAAS.
The most common materials for this approach are cross-linkable polymers. Low exposure of SU-8 films to ultraviolet lights creates cross link gradients.[168] Removing non-cross-linked material by de-solvation triggers a larger volume change in the less cross-linked portion. This difference in the volume change creates a stress gradient along the film thickness, causing a bending of the film toward the less cross-linked side. On the other hand, solvation (i.e., immersing a film into a solution with similar solubility parameters such as acetone), makes the less cross-linked network to absorb the solution and relieve the stress gradient, leading to the folding and unfolding of 2D thin films.[169] Furthermore, temperature can change the cross link density of shape-memory polymers. Thus, changing temperature around crystallizing temperature and melting temperature can lead to a stress formation and stress release process.[170]

Figure 5. Stress due to substrate engineering approach: a) Schematic illustration of the assembly of 3D structures base on substrate deformation approach. b) Nonuniform 3D structures on a single substrate with varying thicknesses. Reproduced with permission.[156] Copyright 2016, John Wiley and Sons; c) Engineering pre-stress on 2D precursors to generate different bending structures. Reproduced with permission.[157] Copyright 2017, John Wiley and Sons; d) releasing of pre-strained substrates in three different paths results in three distinct 3D shapes. Reproduced with permission.[158] Copyright 2018, Springer Nature; e) twisting and buckling transformation of a substrate and precursor on it generated by different releasing amount of pre-strain. Reproduced with permission.[159] Copyright 2019, National Academy of Sciences; f) comparison of strain concentration between Origami and Kirigami precursors. Reproduced with permission.[160] Copyright 2015, PNAS.
Another example of stimuli-responsive materials is poly-
methyl methacrylate (PMMA) under electron beam irradiation. Applying a low energy e-beam can break the bonds of polymer chains inside PMMA, namely chain scissions. Chain scissions lead to outgassing, which creates and emits decomposition gasses from the PMMA. These phenomena result in a volume shrinkage in the PMMA film. This shrinkage is distributed partially inside a homogeneous PMMA film under a proper e-beam parameter and generates a stress gradient. The stress profile can be tuned by changing the irradiating locations as shown in, or by focusing the maximum e-beam energy at targeted positions along the depth of PMMA.

2.5. Measurement of Stress in Thin Film

Understanding the stress in thin film is of critical importance for the subsequent engineering approaches for 3D architectures. Measuring techniques can be classified into destructive and nondestructive methods. Destructive methods are often straightforward and accurate. They, however, cause fracture on the surface of testing samples that is sometimes unacceptable. Nondestructive methods are non-contact and can offer high resolution. These methods, however, often requires expensive equipment. The most ubiquitous methods to quantify stress are measurement of curvature,[179] X-Ray diffraction,[173–179] Raman spectroscopy,[180–182] and FIB analysis.[183–185]

2.5.1. Measurement of Curvature

This technique measures the curvature of the substrate using non-contact methods (e.g., profilometry, strain gauges) or contact methods (e.g., laser scanning, grid, white light interferometer, and double crystal diffraction topology).[186,187] The Stoney Equation (2) describes the relationship between the measured curvature and the average stress:[188,189]

\[
\kappa = \frac{6\sigma h_f}{M_s h^3}
\]

where \(M_s\) and \(h\) are the biaxial modulus and thickness of the substrate respectively; and \(\kappa\), \(\sigma\), \(h_f\) are the curvature, average stress and thickness of the measured film, respectively. The Stoney equation can only be applied under several assumptions such as a uniform thickness in both films and substrates with homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly elastic properties, along with the infinitesimal strains and rotations of the plate system.[190] Therefore, while this is a simple method, it is not suitable for measuring complex strain in anisotropic materials. Some modifications for the Stoney equation were proposed to improve the accuracy of stress estimation.[190–193]

2.5.2. X-Ray Diffraction Method

When a crystalline material is subjected to a mechanical stress, its atomic spacing changes and can be detected using X-Ray diffraction (XRD) following the Bragg’s law. This method requires an assumption of a plane-stress state in thin films.[194] An X-ray beam is projected at the incident angle of \(\Omega\) to a sample surface which has an off axis angle \(\psi\) with respect to its normal plane. The crystalline grain lying on the \((hkl)\) lattice plane emits an XRD beam at a diffraction angle of \(2\theta\). The strain \(\varepsilon\) is then given by Equation (3).

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{1 + \nu}{E} \sigma_{f0} \sin^2 (\psi) - \frac{\nu}{E} (\sigma_1 + \sigma_2)
\]

where \(E\) and \(\nu\) are Young modulus and Poission ratio of the measured material in the direction normal to the \((hkl)\) plane respectively; and \(\sigma_1\) and \(\sigma_2\) are two in-plane stresses. It is often assumed that \(\sigma_1 = \sigma_2 = \sigma\) and the above equation can be further simplified. The Bragg diffraction angle \(2\theta\) can be measured at each diffraction peak, and the tilt angle \(\psi\) is calculated as \(\psi = \theta - \Omega\). The accuracy of this method depends on several factors such as tested material, instrument set up and data processing.[197]

2.5.3. Raman Spectroscopy

Mechanical stress or strain can modify the frequency of the Raman mode. Quantify the shift of the peak position of the Raman spectrum in a strained thin film compare to that of a stress-free thin film can determine the sign and magnitude of residual stress.[177] For instance, compressive stress will increase Raman frequency, while tensile stress will result in a decrease.[194] Equation 4 describes the relation between peak shift and the stress:[196]

\[
\Delta \omega = \omega_0 - \omega_f = S \times \Delta \sigma
\]

where \(\Delta \omega\) is the peak shift, \(\omega_0\) and \(\omega_f\) are the peak positions at the stressed condition, and the stress-free condition, respectively, \(S\) is the stress-related coefficient, and \(\Delta \sigma\) is the measured stress. Raman spectroscopy method is non-contact, high-resolution, and applicable for amorphous materials. One challenge of this method is that the effect of temperature on the phonon frequency often dominates that of thermal stress.[196]

2.5.4. FIB Analysis

One the most popular destructive methods to measure stress in thin film is FIB-base analysis. This technique combines FIB milling, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and digital image correlation (DIC) to provide ultra-high resolutions for the residual stress analysis. In particular, FIB is used as an incremental milling tool to mill selected geometry. SEM captures images before and after milling. Finally, comparing measured strain with the result from finite element analysis provides the through-thickness profile of residual stress. This method is applicable for a wide range of materials including amorphous materials.

3. 3D Architectures Using Stress in Thin Films

Stress-induced approaches enable fabrication of several 3D structures with various feature size ranging from nanometers
(e.g., using epitaxial stresses) up to several centimeters (e.g., using substrate deformation approach). This broad range of dimensions in 3D architectures lays a versatile platform for both micro- (i.e., photon–plasmon coupling) and macro-scale (e.g., wearable electronics) applications.

3.1. Out-of-Plane Bending Cantilevers

Residual stress offers attractive features to form out-of-plane structures. For instance, a monolayer with a stress gradient along its thickness can lead to an out-of-plane bending. However, controlling stress in a monolayer film depends on several parameters, and is relatively challenging. Another approach is the use of multiple layers with a variation of thermal stress or epitaxial stress. The bending angles and directions can be engineered by inducing a tensile or compressive stress in each layer from the growth process. The residual stress technique has been applied in various materials such as SiC, SiN, SiO₂, and AlN.

Figure 6a shows a typical procedure for fabrication of a standing piezoresistive cantilever, which can be generalized for all types of out-of-plane structures. First, pre-strained material layers are deposited onto a sacrificial layer. The piezoresistors and contact pads are then deposited onto that strained layer for the case of piezoresistive sensors. After patterning the 2D films to for the desired structures, the out-of-plane shapes can be achieved by etching the sacrificial layers. Figure 6b shows SEM images of AlN/Mo cantilever popped out of the Si substrate. The bending level of these cantilevers depends on the residual stress of pre-strained AlN/Mo layers, which can be controlled by deposition parameters and cantilever geometry (e.g., length and thickness). Figure 6c shows example of curved-up microcantilevers of two layers of SiO₂. The Si piezoresistive layer is sandwiched between the SiO₂ layers so that it can be protected from fluids or particles in working environments. However, the sensitivity of the sensor made from this structure is proportional to the distance from the neutral plane of the cantilever to the piezoresistor. This means that the SiO₂ cap layer should be as thin as possible and the lower SiO₂ layer should be thicker, increasing the stiffness of the beam and the protection effect of the cap layer. Therefore, the design should optimize the thickness of two SiO₂ layers. The study from cantilevers of SiC showed that the bending direction of the beams depends on their thickness, Figure 6d. Furthermore, the bending level of these beams depend on their length.

3.2. Micro/Nanotubes and Helices

Micro/nanotubes offer interesting features such as large surface areas for chemical sensing, and hollow structures for effective drug delivery. A similar fabrication pathway as that of the above out-of-plane structures can be applied to form micro/nanotubes. The main difference between these two groups of configurations is the large deflection in micro/nanotubes that allows released cantilevers to roll up and form enclosed circular shapes. A typical fabrication process of micro/nanotubes starts with the deposition of a sacrificial layer onto a substrate. Subsequently, pre-stressed functional layers are deposited onto this sacrificial film. The sacrificial layer is removed, allowing the functional layers to roll into a tube. The rolling direction generally follows the stress gradient, enabling the formation of micro/nanotubes with both clockwise and anticlockwise rolling directions. This simple but high throughput approach has been demonstrated in a broad range of materials.

The formation of micro/nanotube depends on the magnitude and gradient of stress developed in functional layers. The two main methods to generate stress in functional layers are the intrinsic stress due to non-epitaxial growth, and epitaxial stress resulted from hetero-deposition. Figure 7a presents the concept of the former approach, where the residual stress depends on the CTE mismatch between the sacrificial layers and deposited films, the deposition rate, and stress evolution. Additionally, removal of the sacrificial layer is a critical step, where etching-selectivity between the sacrificial layer and the functional layer should be over 1000:1. Furthermore, a study on TiO₂ showed that a longer etching time leads to more cylindrical tubes. The non-epitaxial growth is further enhanced using a dry fluorocarbon-assisted rolling approach, where the etching step for sacrificial layers is eliminated. The CTE mismatch between the strained layer, the fluorocarbon film and the substrate cause the functional layer to detach and roll up, Figure 7b. A week bonding between the strained layer and the fluorocarbon film is the key to facilitate this detachment. This approach is advantageous for creating highly symmetric and multi-winding micro tubes.

The later method employs an heteroepitaxial growth of multiple layers with different lattice constants, Figure 7c. The demerit of this technique is the amorphous or polycrystalline morphology in the as-grown films, which are relatively unstable and thus requiring critical point drying to prevent tubes from collapsing. However, the heteroepitaxial approach possess several advantages such as tunability of bending angles based on the lattice mismatch, and controlling of the rolling direction (i.e., up or down) by switching the relative position of the deposited layers. For instance, the diameter of the heteroepitaxial tube (D) can be tuned by changing the thickness of functional layers (d) and strain level (ε). For a tube with symmetric bilayers (with thicknesses of d₁ and d₂), its rolling diameter is given by: D = (d₁ + d₂) / (3(ε₁d₁) + (ε₂d₂)). In the heteroepitaxial approach, one of the as-deposited film can be treated as a sacrificial layer to further facilitate the detachment and rolling.

Rolling of 2D cantilevers with a twisted angle and numerous turns can form helical microarchitectures. For instance, the orientation and pitch of InGaAs/GaAs helices depends on the angle between 2D beam and the closest <100> direction, Figure 7d (left). Figure 7d (right) shows nano-spring structures of Si₃N₄ formed using FIB. Helices with different pitches, diameters, chirality, and axes can be patterned by tuning ion beam intensity, time, and irradiation area.

3.3. Buckled Ribbons and Membranes

Implementation of residual stress and selective bonding to a soft substrate creates buckling configuration that offers marked
benefit to stretchable electronics.[236,237] Functional devices employing buckling structures enable large compression or elongation, with minimal strain induced into the pop-up components. Common buckling structures include wavy structures and island-bridge structures.

The pre-strain approach is widely used to form wavy structures, in which the silicone elastomer substrate undergoes surface treatment (e.g., UV/ozone exposure or oxygen plasma) to activate selective bonding sites and enhance bonding strength. The bonding sites can be either the whole precursor to form the full bonding strategy[152,238,239] (Figure 8a (left)) or at the desired areas to form the selective bonding strategy.[240] Figure 8a (middle). The island bridge concept includes functional components firmly bonded to a soft substrate and interconnected via resemble wavy bridges that allow for large deformation, Figure 8a (left).[241] Engineering interconnect bridges using different architectures such as arced shapes,[242,243] serpentine,[243–245] spirals,[246–249] and helices[250–252] can further improve stretchability in functional devices. For instance, arced shapes are generated form straight 2D lines, while helical interconnect are formed from 2D serpentine, Figure 8b.[253] Encapsulating these wave interconnectors can protect devices from...
surrounding environments (e.g., moisture or corrosion).\textsuperscript{[254]} For instance, Xu et al. developed a packaging method which contains a supporting surface and an encapsulation layer, Figure 8c.\textsuperscript{[254]} These two layers are bonded together, forming a microfluidic reservoir for filling of dielectric fluid to protect the devices. Li et al. proposed a two-stage encapsulation, where substrate with 3D structures were pre-stretched (stage 1), followed by bonding to an encapsulation layer (stage 2).\textsuperscript{[254]} This approach significantly increased stretchability in different interconnectors (e.g., 6× for 2D serpentines, 4× for 2D fractal structure, and 2.6× for 3D helices), Figure 8d.\textsuperscript{[255]}

Beside buckling strain, the residual stress resulted from lattice mismatch was also utilized to create wavy structures. An example of this approach is the InGaAs wavy configuration, Figure 8e.\textsuperscript{[257]} The InGaAs layer was sandwiched between two AlAs sacrificial layers. These triple layers were grown on
a GaAs substrate with another GaAs capping layer on top. Upon removal of the sacrificial layer (AlAs), the InGaAs film buckled up into a wavy pattern due to the epitaxial stress. The magnitude and wavelength can be controlled by increasing or decreasing the gap between the capping layer and the substrate.

3.4. Origami/Kirigami-Inspired 3D Structures

Origami and Kirigami are ancient Japanese art of transforming 2D paper sheets into 3D structures. While Origami only contains a set of folding techniques,[255] Kirigami needs
both cutting and folding. In the microscale, 2D precursors are formed using micro and nanomachining techniques. Stress engineering such as thermal stress, epitaxial growth, FIB irradiation and buckling stress helps transforming these 2D precursors into 3D Origami and Kirigami configurations. Figure 9a illustrates an example of micro Origami using residual thermal stress in Cr/Cu bi-layers and Cr/Cu/Cr tri-layer. The Cr/Cu bilayer can bend inward due to the large tensile stress in Cr film, while the Cr/Au/Cr tri-layer can bend outward due to a higher tensile stress in the Cr outer layer. For
areas where bending is not desired, a thick Ni film capped by Au was deposited to enhance the mechanical stiffness. The thickness of Cr and Cu films decide the bending angle of the structure. For example, only a certain thickness combination of those three layers can bend the beam to exactly 90°.

The epistemic stress has been widely applied to fold 3D Origami and Kirigami from 2D configurations. Vaccaro et al. developed valley-fold or mountain-fold features using two strained layers of In₀.₁₉Ga₀.₈₁As at the top and GaAs at the bottom.²⁵⁷ The difference in the lattice constants in these films triggered the bending of the In₀.₁₉Ga₀.₈₁As/GaAs film upward or downward, creating valley folds or mountain folds, Figure 9b.

FIB-based Kirigami is a powerful approach to create complex 3D shapes as it is compatible with a free-standing single layer and only requires a few fabrication steps.⁶⁶,₁₄₁,₁₄₃,₂₃₃,₂₅₈⁻²₇₁ Controlling the parameters of ion beams and the design of 2D precursors can generate a wide variety of 3D structures. For instance, irradiating ion beams locally or to the entire cantilever generates different behaviors of bending. While local irradiation triggers the rigid bending about the irradiated line, full irradiation generates a relatively uniform folding along the longitudinal direction of the cantilever, resulting in a curvature shape, Figure 9c (left).²⁷² The FIB approach is capable of producing several compelling features such as bending, folding and twisting. For instance, FIB Kirigami using tree-type concept generates 3D configurations, where each joint can bend independently, Figure 9c (middle).²⁷² On the other hand, in the close-loop procedure, the motion of some subunits can trigger the movement of neighboring objects due to their mechanical constrains, Figure 9c (right).²⁷² This feature makes the closed loop types resemble to the traditional Kirigami in which only a mechanical trigger can form complicated 3D structures.

Figure 9d shows an example of complex 3D Origami/Kirigami using buckling stress which is called Miura-ori.²⁷³ The buckling method is applicable for configurations with sizes ranging from nanometers up to centimeters.²⁷⁴ It is also compatible with numerous materials, such as metals, polymers, and semiconductors.⁵⁹ These structures require inverse designs using Origami algorithms²⁷⁵ or lattice Kirigami methods²⁷⁶⁻²⁷⁸ to define corresponding 2D patterns for targeted 3D structures. In some case, numerical simulation can accurately predict the 3D structures from a pre-designed 2D precursors with a relevant pre-strain. For instance, Fan et al. used spatial distribution of thickness as a key parameter to precisely produce the desired 3D shapes based on an finite element analysis (FEA) model, Figure 9e.²⁷⁹

3D Origami/Kirigami structures formed using buckling can be detached or transferred onto different substrates to further advance their applications. For instance, UV curable polymer can help transferring 3D structures, by simply drop-casting onto targeted 3D Origami/Kirigami, followed by photopolymerization, mechanical detachment, and polymer removal, Figure 9f (up).²⁸⁰ UV curable gel can be replaced by wax, in which wax functions as an encapsulation layer, allowing the removal of the substrate without altering the embedded 3D shapes. Dissolving wax in a solution releases the original 3D configurations. Alternative method employs the plasticity of metal precursor (e.g., Cu) to keep the original 3D structure without attached to substrate, Figure 9f (down).²⁸⁰ To avoid spring back effect in metals, FEA methods have been widely employed to optimize the plastic deformation of metals. The final route is inspired by 2D transfer-printing techniques. The 3D mesostructure is embedded in wax encapsulates, which allows removing the substrate without altering the 3D shape. This encapsulated 3D shape is then bonded to a target substrate which is coated with a thin adhesive layer. Finally, the wax is dissolved. The process is shown in Figure 9g.²⁸⁰

3.5. Stimuli-Responsive Materials

Self-responsive material offers unconventional routes to form complex architectures via external chemical or physical stimulation. Figure 10a shows a bird-like shape of cross linkable SU-8 films which can reversibly flatten or fold into a 3D shape by de-solvation in water.¹⁶⁹ This interesting approach enables the fabrication of bimorph structures, in which functional layers are attached to SU-8 to pop up into desired shapes. An example for this method is a bilayer of graphene and SU-8, with excellent optical transparency for fluorescent applications, Figure 10b.²⁸¹

Other techniques such as electron irradiation, thermal excitation, photon illumination, and chemical absorption have demonstrated their effectiveness in creating 3D configurations. Figure 10c shows SEM images of a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) butterfly,¹⁶⁵ which was formed using stress generated from electron irradiation. The shape is reconﬁgurable by controlling irradiation locations the dose of electron beam. 3D structures can also be thermally triggered, as demonstrated in trilayers of photo-crosslinkable copolymers with a temperature-sensitive hydrogel at the middle (Figure 10d). Figure 10e,f present other approaches such as irradiating laser light on GaAs to form 3D mirror arrays²⁸² (Figure 10e), and activating the chemical reaction in polymer/Cu/Cr layers²⁸³ (Figure 10f) to reversibly switch between 2D and 3D structures. However, it should be noted that the self-assembly approach also possesses several drawbacks. Similar to the reverse design in origami/kirigami, the determination of folding sequences in self-responsive materials remaining a great challenge, which requires further studies to develop complex configurations.¹⁶²

4. Applications of 3D Micro/Nanostructures for MEMS/NEMS Devices

Applications of 3D micro/nanostructures fabricated using stress-based methods can be found in sensors, optical systems, bioelectronics interfaces, micro robots, and implantable and wearable devices with several advantages over 2D configurations. For example, 3D structures that represent the natural architectures of organs and bio tissues are promising candidate for tissue engineering, and fundamental studies of biological systems. Sensors integrated into a 3D layout can possess more functionalities and offer better performance that the 2D counterparts. Implementation of 3D concept has also gained significant interest for optoelectronics, including multifold Fano resonances and optical chirality.
4.1. Physical Sensors

4.1.1. Flow Sensors

Nature offers several promising approaches for the designing of sensors. Millions years of evolution creates various organs, and body parts of living beings that are simple to imitate, and possess the excellent sensing capability.[284]

The artificial hair cells (AHC) residing in lateral line neuromasts of fishes are highly sensitive to fluidic pressures and flows.[197,201] Inspired by the concept of AHC, several out-of-plane cantilevers have been fabricated for liquid and air flow measurement.[197,198,201,205,207–210,285,286] Figure 11a shows a piezoresistive flow sensor made of SiN/Si bilayer.[201] The SiN/Si cantilever was coated by parylene for waterproof, and can function in both air and water environments. Furthermore, using cantilevers facing at different orientations allows for quantification of flow directions. For instance, Abels et al. utilized antiparallel cantilevers for sensing of bidirectional flow. The sensor exhibited superior response under various airflow velocity in two opposite directions compared to single cantilever, Figure 11b.[285]

In 3D MEMS flow sensors, capacitive[287] and piezoresistive effects[197,201,210] effects are most commonly employed due to the ease of their integration capability and associated readout circuits. Capacitive airflow sensors employ out-of-plane cantilevers as movable electrodes, and the substrate as fixed electrodes. The incident flow pushes the cantilevers downward, leading to an increase in the capacitance as the gap between the two electrode is reduced. The capacitance change can be detected from the variation in the resonant frequency of a CMOS ring oscillator integrated with the capacitor. Although this configuration is compatible with numerous conductive materials, it is relatively sensitive to parasitic capacitances.[287] Piezoresistive flow sensors, on the other hand, utilize the change in electrical conductivity under mechanical impacts as the sensing principle and can eliminate the noise from parasitic capacitances. A simpler readout circuit using Wheatstone bridge is another advantage of the piezoresistive effect over the capacitive counterpart. However, piezoresistive sensors are typically sensitive to the variation of surrounding temperatures; therefore, thermal compensation is generally required.

As well as AHC, whiskers that can be found in many insects and mammals have also inspired many researchers to develop soft, multimodal sensors. For instance, Reader et al. introduced electronic whiskers base on shape memory polymer (SMP) that can sense various signals such as temperature, surface roughness, and force, Figure 11c.[288] Furthermore, the use of SMP as the constructing material offer these e-whisker devices the ability to reconfigure their 3D architectures. Specifically, each cantilever of the whisker array can tune its out-of-plane angle to optimize sensing modalities of interest.
4.1.2. Tactile Sensors

Measurement of contacting forces is critically important in robotics and haptic control systems. Strain sensing elements distributed in a 3D hierarchical shape can detect both shear forces and normal pressures, providing valuable feedback signals for robotic control (e.g., grasping objects).\textsuperscript{[289]} Won et al. proposed a multimodal 3D piezoresistive tactile sensor fabricated using the buckling approach, Figure 11d.\textsuperscript{[290]} The sensor is capable of simultaneously measuring multiple mechanical stimuli, such as normal force, shear force, and bending, along with temperature. The tactile sensor utilizes four Si-nanomembrane (NM)
piezoresistors transferred from an SOI (i.e., silicon on insulator) wafer onto patterned films of PI. Releasing the pre-strains in the PI precursors resulted in a table-like shape, where the four piezoresistive NMs are located at the supporting legs. Normal pressures and shear forces bend the four supporting legs in different directions, leading different patterns of resistance change in the NMs. The buckling structure of the tactile sensors enables excellent flexibility, mechanical reliability, and capability of collapse prevention. Inspired by *Enhydra lutris*, Cheng et al. introduced a multilayer cage-shaped sensor which can monitor the compressive forces and temperatures simultaneously, Figure 11e. This sensor consists of small cages located inside super cage allowing the ability of collapse prevention.

4.1.3. Gas Sensors

Tubular structures have been widely employed in gas sensors due to their large surface-to-volume ratio that enables a high sensitivity and fast recovery. Jalil et al. designed a tubular sensor for detecting NO₂. Figure 11f. The tubular sensor has a layer of vanadyl phthalocyanine (VOPc), which is sandwiched between an Au mesa electrode at the bottom and the Au tube electrode on top. The sensor operates based on the generation of charge carriers through the redox process between phthalocyanine VOPc and NO₂ molecules, which results in the increase of thin film conductivity. Replacing Au by SnO₂ in the tubular structure offers gas sensors with capability of detecting acetone with fast response and high sensitivity. Tubular shapes have also been deployed in hydrogen gas sensors due to their large interface area with surrounding environment, Figure 11g. The sensor contains three layers of titanium (Ti), chromium (Cr), and palladium (Pd) on a glass substrate. Ti/Cr servers as a strained layer while the Pd layer can roll and unroll the tubular structure. This roll and unroll mechanism stems from the fact that tensile strain in the Pd layer can be enhanced or lessen due to the absorption and desorption of hydrogen atoms. This configuration offers several advantages such as rapid response and recovery time, good reversibility, and the capability to integrate high density 3D sensing elements into a device or a system.

4.2. Optical Applications

Several micro/nano-3D structures possess unique optical properties for metal materials and photonic crystals. For example, 3D tubular shape have been utilized in quantum well infrared (IR) photodetectors (QWIP). Figure 12a. This 3D tubular QWIP device presents almost an incident angle–independent and wavelength-independent blackbody responsivity with omnidirectional detection under a wide incident angle of ±70°. These interesting features were realized due to the capability to confine the light along the tube wall, which is not possible with the standard planar configurations. This light confinement effect generates the whispering mode (WGM) resonance as a result of constructive interference of light traveling along the tube wall. Furthermore, Yin et al. generated plasmonic silver nanoparticles on nanotubes cavity to studied the photon-plasmon coupling, Figure 12b. This coupling effect could be adjusted by changing the size, morphology, and location of nanoparticle spots on the tube cavity.

Another representative example of 3D optical devices is Fano resonance with potential applications in biosensing, optical imaging, and optical waveguides. Using the FIB induced stress method, Cui et al. investigated the optical performances of a U-type plasmonic nanogratings array. The device consists of vertical U-shape split-ring resonators (SRR) located along the edge of horizontal subwavelength rectangular holes, that exhibited scalable unusual Fano resonances, Figure 12c. Liu et al. demonstrated the same Fano resonances although their structural geometries were largely different from the work reported by Cui and colleagues. Modulating the symmetric U-shape split-ring by asymmetric designs results in double Rabi splitting in triple Fano resonances. Furthermore, 3D metamaterial consisting of two asymmetric plates at two parallel edges of a rectangular hole can produce fivefold Fano resonances under linearly polarized light incidence. These results suggest a promising pathway to engineer Fano resonances by designing 3D structures.

Close-loop Kirigami has demonstrated interesting photonic applications, including 3D twisting hierarchal shapes for giant intrinsic optical chirality. Due to the twisted loop in all directions, electric and magnetic fields of the incident light could induce electric and magnetic moments in the parallel direction. As a result, 3D pinwheel structures exhibit circular dichroism (CD) and polarization rotation angle under normal incidences, which are not observed in 2D platforms, Figure 12d. Interestingly, CD spectra of left-handed (LH) and right-handed (RH) configurations show nearly opposite signs with similar amplitudes. Furthermore, modifying the number of arms in pinwheel structures can change its intrinsic optical property. The utilization of 3D Archimedean spiral structures can enhance broadband near-field optical chirality in the infrared regime with extraordinary chiral dissymmetry in the transmission. The 3D pinwheel-like structure was also used to investigate polarization conversion and phase engineering in metasurfaces. For example, pattern of this structure with opposite handedness with an appropriate periodicity can diffract the incident light in different patterns depending on their wavelength. According to diffraction theory, when L is smaller than wavelength λ, the y-polarized light will be diffracted by an angle α that satisfies \( L \sin \alpha = (m-1/2) \lambda \) (i.e., \( m \) can be 1 or 0), while the x-polarized light will not change its incident direction. As shown in Figure 12e, where \( L = 1.45 \mu m \) and \( \lambda = 1.68 \mu m \), most of the light is converted into the diffracted beams with y-polarization. In contrast, at 1.2-\( \mu m \) wavelength, only the center spot is observed as the cross-polarized transmission is nearly zero. Furthermore, LH and RH 3D pinwheel-like structures arranged alternatively in a radial direction showed an interesting diffraction pattern, Figure 12f. The circularly polarized light can be diffracted into a spot at the center or outer rings depending on the polarization of the incident light. These results showed that pinwheel-like structures with suitable patterns can diffract both linearly polarized incidence and circularly polarized light. These 3D micro pinwheels can be fabricated using FIB or the buckling method.
4.3. Bioelectronic Interfaces

Tissue engineering (TE) is a recent and promising field which potentially offers a solution for the repairing and generation of tissues and damaged organs.\[304\] TE aims to solve the drawbacks of conventional treatment based on organ transplants by using cells, scaffolds, and bioactive factors to restore, nurture, improve the function of living organs or tissues.\[24,305,306\] Three key factors of TE are cells, scaffolds, and bioelectronics interface. The scaffolds work as extracellular matrix providing support for cell attachment and tissue generation. Extracellular matrix (ECM) is where most of cells in human body locate in. Scaffolds should mimic the real shapes, structures, functions, and biomechanics of ECM. To achieve that purpose, scaffolds need to satisfy a number of requirements on architecture, biocompatibility, bioactivity, and mechanical integrity\[24,305,306\]. Surfaces
of scaffolds should enhance the attachment of cells and tissues while the 3D structures and volume of scaffolds should provide enough space for the proliferation, and remodeling of cells and tissues. In terms of bioactivity, scaffolds should be able to deliver growth-stimulating signal to make tissues growth faster as well as record the growth signal, and rehabilitation signal of tissues. In fact, 2D structures are unable to satisfy those basic requirements and is being replace by 3D scaffolds.

An example of scaffolds for in vitro studies of living cell behaviors is the use of micro tubes made from SiO$_2$ and Al$_2$O$_3$. **Figure 13a**. In this work, Yeast cells were seeded to study growth behavior of cells within tubes of various diameters.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 13.** Application of 3D structures in cell scaffolds and engineering tissues: a) optical microscope images of four different microtubes containing yeast cells with tube diameters decrease from left to right, and optical image yeast cell growth in a micro tube, the red marks showed the size of developed yeast cells. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2001, Royal Society of Chemistry; b) FEA modeling, optical images of 3D electronic scaffolds of a 3D electronics scaffolds, and its impedance characterization in cell culture medium. Reproduced with permission Copyright 2020, Elsevier; c) schematic illustration of rat dorsal root ganglion (DRG) and the cell populations within them, schematic illustration and SEM image of a representative electrode. Reproduced with permission Copyright 2017, PNAS; d) optical images of 3D MMF designed to create assembloids of three spheroids in a triangular lattice geometry and the FEA results of the structure. Reproduced with permission Copyright 2021, The Authors, Published by AAAS. e) Optical images of a spider-like scaffold (left) and a comparison of the measured active tension force between the spider-like frame work and the optical microscopy (right). Reproduced with permission Copyright 2021, PNAS.
Interestingly, depending on the diameter of the tubes, cells can grow in different patterns such as zigzag chains or a single column. The results revealed that the expansion and proliferation of cells can be engineered using 3D geometrical constraints. Furthermore, transparent tubes offer quantum well photo detecting effects, thereby suggesting a promising possibility of simultaneous cell observation and optical analysis.

Electronics integrated into 3D scaffolds have also been used for electrical stimulation and evaluation of drug delivery.[308] Figure 14b shows an example of 3D scaffolds.[409] In these devices, micro electrodes distributed in 3D offers capability to control cardiac tissues’ growth and at the same time monitor the electrical activities of the engineered tissues. Furthermore, by positively charging the polypyrrole deposited on conductive surface of electrodes and negatively charging the drug molecules, these functional 3D scaffolds can release drug on demand through the reduction of polymer film that breaks the electrostatic bonds. This concept provides a new route to understand the efficacy of selected drugs. A similar approach was employed to study more complex biosystems such as engineered neural tissues.[310] For instance, the 3D bilayers nested cages of epoxy which are able to guide the growth of dorsal root ganglion (DRG) cells, Figure 13c.[280] Implementing these 3D structures with electrodes allows probing the electrophysiological behaviors of growing DRG neural networks. This study could pave the way for the application in human neural system in the future.

3D multielectrode array (MEAs) offer compliant, multifunctional neural interfaces to organ-like systems such as spheroids and assembloids.[311,65] These 3D devices with low bending

---

stiffness and have the capability to wrap and hold multiple neural spheroids, Figure 13d. At the same time, they can support multifunctional devices including electrodes, sensors, and modulators on their individual wings. These new functions strongly unpin fundamental studies of the growth, transection, and regrowth of neurite bridges between these spheroids, as a way to model neural injuries and recovery. Another promising candidate for studying tissues disease and drug screening is the spider-like configuration as shown in Figure 13e, establishing an compliant interfaces with engineered muscle tissues such as muscle rings, Figure 13e (right). In the spider-like structure, four resistive strain sensors with a half attached to the substrate and a half buckled up creating a roof-like region. This configuration is highly sensitive to the horizontal forces, thus offering the mechanotransduction sensing capability. The spiker-like sensor showed better performances compared to conventional optical microscopy especially at high sampling rate. Furthermore, the open architecture of this 3D structure combining with the on-chip sensing capabilities also offers opportunities to study the effect of drugs on skeletal muscles.

4.4. Micro Robots, Micro/Nanoactuators

Residual stress in thin films provide novel approaches for developing micro/nanoactuators,

Figure 14a shows examples of micro grippers operating based on thermal induced stress. These grippers consist of flexible, thermally responsive hinges and rigid patterns. The actuators capture cells and living tissues or even deliver drugs. Micro-container is a powerful tool to encapsulate living (such as cells) and non-living (such as drug molecules) objects, Figure 14b (left). Microcontainers provide channel to cell to cell interaction, transplant xenogeneic, allogeneic, or stem cells. Furthermore, using stress-driven assembly approach, microcontainers can load to the 3D cubic or unload into the cruciform under the outside stimuli such as temperature. One more underlying advantages of microcontainers is that the well-designed porous structures can allow selective nutrients and therapeutics moving inside while block the immune components of the host bodies, Figure 14b (middle, right). Microcontainers, therefore, are potential candidates for cell transplantation.

Combining 3D architectures with living tissues generates a new class of robots, namely cyborg such as a sperm-driven micro robot. One example of microrobots is the sperm cell trapped into a micro tube made of titanium and iron, Figure 14c (left). Sperm cells act as a micro motor while the micro tube is a controller which guides the moving direction of the robot using an external magnet. This robot has potential to deliver sperm cells to desired egg cells, Figure 14c (left). Chemical reactions that generate micro and nanobubbles have also been utilized in robots working in liquid environments, namely microswimmers. For instance, roll-up InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt multilayer nanomembranes works as a bubble-driven catalytic nanojet in of hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) solution, Figure 14c (middle). The Pt layer functions as the catalyst for the decomposition reaction of hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen. In a more complex design, Pt is coupled with shape memory polymers (SMPs) to form a self-propeller. The robot can transform between folded and unfolded shapes as a result of changing its ambient temperature around the melting point of the SMPs. This unique feature leads to different strategies of motion and the potential for the capture and release of small objects. Figure 14c (right) illustrates two different trajectories of the micro robot under different temperatures. When temperature is below melting temperature (Tm), the planar robots fold and wrap the object inside, while the robots unfold into turbine shape as temperature increase above Tm. This turbine shape allows multidirectional gas generation which create the circular trajectory.

4.5. Flexible, Wearable, and Implantable Electronics

3D micro/nanostructures offer a promising future for flexible electronic devices since their geometries are stretchable, and reconfigurable. A potential application using 3D structures is electrically small antennas (ESA). Figure 15a shows a 3D meander-shaped hemispherical ESA (MHESA) and a helix-based hemispherical ESA (HHESA). These ESAs showed the ability to accommodate large deformation. They also showed tunable working frequencies and sustainability under extreme mechanical deformation. While 2D ESAs have several limitation about efficiencies and bandwidth, 3D ESAs become the future of small antennas with the capabilities to sustainably improve their performances. The ability to transform between 3D and 2D shapes offer additional functionalities in electronics devices. Figure 15b shows an example of a photodetector with integrated electrodes. The folded cube shape increased optical absorption significantly compared to 2D cruciform MoS₂ array. Furthermore, the large surface area in several microscale and nanoscale 3D structures have also been tailored for the development of energy harvesting and storage devices. For example, Lee et al. introduced a nano-biocapacitor (nSBCs) which can withstand external forces from blood flow and muscle contraction due to the “Swiss-roll” shape, Figure 15c. The devices can self-charge energy by employing bio-electrocatalytic reactions between redox enzymes and living cells in blood charges. The proton exchange separator layer in this Swiss-roll SBC prevents the self-discharge due to side redox reaction. Experimental results demonstrated a self-charge voltage of ~1 V when operate in blood and can well function for over 5000 charge–discharge cycles. This miniaturized, biocompatible, and self-charged device suggests a promising research direction for implantable robots that can access to regions deep inside the human body.

The stretchability of 3D micro/nanostructures allows electronic devices to function reliably even under extreme mechanic conditions. From this super properties, several implantable and wearable devices which can be comfortably mounted onto skin to monitor parameters relevant to physiological status and biomechanics of soft tissues have been introduced. These devices are miniature, ultra-low modulus, and biocompatible to living tissues. The structures allow devices not only to deform following the conformal shape of the interested areas in the body but also to support a wide range of continuous motions across different regions of the body during natural movement. One example of 3D implantable devices...
is the 3D compliant piezoelectric micro system as shown in Figure 15d.\textsuperscript{[63]} This 3D structure with low stiffness is able to deform follow the motions of surrounding muscles, thus producing repeatable, stronger, and more stable output signals.

5. Conclusion and Perspective

Strain engineering represents powerful approaches for the formation of several unusual 3D micro and nanoarchitectures, opening a frontier area for fundamental and applied research in multidiscipline of bioelectronics, robotics, optoelectronics, and sensing. Compared to other techniques, stress-based approaches possess several key advantages including suitability for a wide range of materials, fabrication scalability from a single component to arrays of devices, and feasibility to form complex geometries.

Strain engineering offer multiple pathways to generate stress in thin films, providing versatile routes to fabricate different types of 3D structures. Among these, methods that use
intrinsic stress and epitaxy stress are promising for wafer-scale-level development of 3D designs. However, as these stresses are influenced by numerous parameters such as thermal coefficients of expansion, lattice constants, and the density of defects, the principles of these stress are not fully understood and utilized. Some existing theoretical models which partly explain the principles of stress in thin films are only applicable under certain conditions and assumptions. A universal model, which can fully describe the stress behaviors of thin films, would allow for accurate prediction of the 3D geometry either in simulations or through theoretical analysis. This will require further theoretical and experimental studies to elucidate and employ the concept of growth stresses for the development of complex structures. Stress induced from micro processing (e.g., ion implantation, pre-strain on substrates, and stimulus-induced stress) have emerged as strong candidates for well-controlled and reconfigurable architectures. These stresses are typically combined with open-loop or close-loop methods to generate different hierarchical structures. Common structures employed process-induced stress include cantilevers, table-shapes, 3D spirals, and buckled serpentines. Although fabricated 3D shapes are increasingly complex, they are still limited to relatively simple shapes with limited applications. Moreover, to produce these 3D shapes through engineering stress approaches to industrial productions, inverse design problems must be addressed. That is, given a desired 3D shape, a 2D precursor and a suitable fabrication process must be designed to meet the requirements. Inverse design methods of 3D shapes, however, are still in a premature state. Therefore, further development in advanced computational and numerical analysis for complex 3D structures can be anticipated in the coming years. Another technical challenge is the design of simple but effective methods to transfer the as-fabricated devices onto or into working or functioning substrates/environments without shape-distortion and performance-degradation.

3D architectures can be found in numerous applications such as strain sensing, optical filters, wearable/implantable devices, and bioelectronics interfaces. For sensing application, the use of 3D structures where sensing elements are distributed in different locations enables the measurement of physical parameters (e.g., flow, force) in all XYZ directions (e.g., shear force and normal pressure in tactile sensors). These features advance several industrial monitoring systems (e.g., flow direction monitoring) and robotic controls (e.g., gripping control and haptic control). Some technical issues require further design optimization, including reduction of crosstalk and repeatability. For optical devices, 3D configurations offer breakthrough concepts such as Fano resonance and optical chirality. A combination of these 3D configurations with micro actuation methods (e.g., electrostatic or electromagnetic forces) can modify the initial shapes, enabling enhancement in broadband wavelengths as well as tunability in transmission spectrum. Flexible electronics in the form of wearable and implantable devices are anticipated as one of the major technologies in the MedTech sector. In fact, some wearable devices have been successfully translated into commercial products including smart pads for heartbeat and respiration monitoring, and UV dosimeters. Although significant progress has been made in wearable technologies, further development is required to enhance reliability and durability. Integration of multimodal components in a single wearable device to monitor different biophysiological signals from users along with implementation of wireless technologies for direct data transmission to healthcare providers is of significant interest. For implanted devices, 3D architectures are expected to effectively support cell growth through their unique scaffold network or electrical stimulation. These features are one of the most exciting technologies for medical devices, particularly for the treatment of neuron disorders and cardiovascular diseases. Extensive investigations using in vitro (e.g., organ on chips), in vivo (e.g., animal studies) models and clinical trials are imperative to validate these emerging technologies. A promising technique for in vitro studies is the implementation of 3D electronics scaffolds where integrated functional elements form conformal contacts with 3D biological tissues such as organoids. 3D bioelectronic interfaces can monitor a range of biophysiological signals and at the same time trigger electrical stimulation, underpinning the investigation into complex neuron systems as well as the development of neuron diseases. With these compelling functionalities, progress in strain engineering in thin films for 3D architectures could expand capabilities and opportunities in the highly interdisciplinary area of materials, electronics, optics, and biology.
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